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ABSTRACT 

 

Movement disorders affect many people globally. A patient with Parkinson's Disease, for 

example, may exhibit impaired gait and have other difficulties with movements. The purpose of 

this project is to provide a proof of concept for a machine learning-enabled analysis that can 

automatically assess and track aspects of movement disorders such as Parkinsonian gait from a 

simple video. We created a small video database of non-symptomatic (NS) and simulated 

symptomatic (SS) movements. We used OpenPose, a pose detection software to detect the 

different key body parts of a patient in each frame of the video, and the output from OpenPose to 

further compare NS and SS movements quantitatively. Our results indicate that a combination of 

a pose detection algorithm and other statistical and machine learning techniques can yield an 

above-chance detection of movement difficulties. Our code can be found here: 

https://github.com/nrush23/Machine-Learning-2022.git 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Around the world, many people are affected by neurodegenerative disorders that damage 

the nervous system and its connections. While some disorders cause impairments in cognitive 

function and communication, other diseases affect mobility1. These disorders especially affect 

the elderly population, which is steadily growing in population as life expectancy and quality 

medical care increase. We used Parkinson’s Disease (PD) as a concrete example of a patient's 

symptoms of various forms of motor difficulties. 

 

In the United States, almost one million patients are diagnosed with PD, and this number 

is estimated to be more than 10 million people worldwide1. The disease causes loss in various 

dopamine-related functions, leading to decreasing activity in multiple areas of the brain and a 

loss of motor control in activities such as walking. 

 

Motor symptoms of PD include bradykinesia (decrease in movement), rigidity (stiffness 

of muscles), and tremors (uncontrolled muscle contractions)1. The stages of PD are dictated by 

the severity of the motor symptoms and quantified by the MDS-UPDRS Scale. The 

MDS-UPDRS Scale was initially created as an alternative to previous categorizations, which 

contained several problematic criteria. Then in 2008, a team of neurobiology professors recreated 

the scale into the version used today2. Other measures of a PD patient's movement include 

cadence (steps per minute), step length, foot clearance (foot's height during the swing phase), and 

limb angle, which can be used to track the disease progression quantitatively. 

https://github.com/nrush23/Machine-Learning-2022.git
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Table 1: Parkinson’s Disease Symptoms and Severity2 

Stage Symptom Severity (MDS-UPDRS Scale) 

 
0: Normal 

Walking and Balance: No issues 

Gait: No issues 

Freezing of Gait: No issues 

Standing from Chair: No problems. Able to arise quickly without hesitation. 

 

 
1: Slight 

Walking and Balance: Slightly slow, may drag leg, no walking aid 

Gait: Independent walking with minor gait impairment 

Freezing of Gait: Freezing on starting, turning, or walking with single halt 

Standing from Chair: Slow rising; may need multiple attempts, or may need to move 

forward in the chair. No need to use the arms of the chair. 

 
2: Mild 

Walking and Balance: Occasionally using walking aid 

Gait: Independent walking with substantial gait impairment 

Freezing of Gait: Freezing on starting, turning, or walking with multiple halts 

Standing from Chair: Pushes self up from chair using arms without difficulty. 

 

 
3: 

Moderate 

Walking and Balance: Using walking aid 

Gait: Requires assistance device 

Freezing of Gait: Freezing once during straight walking 

Standing from Chair: May have to try more than once using arms, but can get up 

without help. 

 

 
4: Severe 

Walking and Balance: Need personal support to walk safely 

Gait: Cannot walk or personal assistance needed 

Freezing of Gait: Freezes multiple times during straight walking 

Standing from Chair: Unable to arise without help. 

 

In recent years, the medical industry has been going through a technological 

transformation, including the introduction of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning 

(ML) for medical diagnosis (e.g., cancer detection, pneumonia diagnosis, diabetic retinopathy 

detection3). Specifically, ML has shown promise in improving both the efficiency and accuracy 

of medical diagnosis3. 

 

Machine Learning is a subfield of Artificial Intelligence, with the goal of enabling 

computers to “learn” from data to make more accurate predictions. A simple analogy to this 

process would be a child learning about shapes. If given enough labeled notecards containing 

visual and verbal information, the child would gradually learn to recognize the various shapes by 

their respective features. For example, after seeing enough notecards about squares, the child 

would be able to recognize a square not on a notecard, by noticing features like the four sharp 

corners. Essentially, this process is how supervised learning algorithms work, especially for 

computer-vision-based algorithms. In relation to motor diseases like Parkinson’s, such use of ML 

is pivotal in their monitoring and diagnosis. 
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In order to quantify Parkinson’s disease, past studies have used a variety of machine 

learning metrics. For instance, the PARK system study4 used facial analyses from video 

recordings of patients’ faces. Similarly, in 2019, Erin Smith co-founded FacePrint5, an AI tool to 

detect and monitor Parkinson’s disease using video technology and early-stage facial expression 

indicators. Besides facial analysis, body pose detection algorithms such as MoveNet6 — software 

developed by Google that can detect 17 body parts, have also been used. 

 

There have also been instances of studies using inertial sensors to accurately record gaits 

and tremors. For instance, a Parkinson’s symptom tracker developed in 2017 used systems of 

sensors in combination with machine learning to track the disease over time and provide 

recommendations7. While these technologies easily provide quantitative data and are highly 

accurate, they are inaccessible to the general population. With the vast availability of phone 

cameras, we decided to use phone cameras to create and analyze videos of patients walking to 

improve the accessibility of PD assessment. 

 
 

METHODOLOGY 

 

 
Dataset 

 

To make our dataset, the scholars in the team project recorded 49 videos with mobile 

phones in portrait mode. Two types of motions were recorded: one with no apparent symptoms, 

and the other with simulated symptoms of movement impairment. For the motion with no 

symptoms (NS), 22 videos were recorded over a straight distance of about 1-2 meters showing 

the front view of the body with usual gait characteristics: approximately 1-foot steps, relaxed 

arm swing, and straight posture. For the motion with simulated symptoms (SS), 27 videos of 

simulated motor diseases were acted out (stiff limbs, loss of balance, freezing of gait, smaller 

step cycles, and dragging of the leg). Several U-Turn videos—both with no symptoms and 

simulated symptoms—in which participants would turn in place were also made. However, these 

styles of videos ended up producing unusable data, so only videos with forward walks were used 

for training. 
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OpenPose 

 

To perform our pose analysis from videos, we used OpenPose, developed by Sheikh et 

al.8,9,10,11, 12. OpenPose is a pose-detection system that uses a ML algorithm, specifically a CNN 

(Convolution Neural Network), to detect body parts within each video frame and assures their 

estimated locations by attempting to associate nearby body parts. Each movement video was fed 

into OpenPose to estimate the changing positions of key body parts (wrists, elbows, shoulders, 

ankle, etc.) over time. 
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Processing of OpenPose Outputs 

 

To prepare the data for the machine learning model, the data itself had to first be 

extracted from OpenPose's JSON output files. 

 

To maximize the amount of data available, the JSON files for each video were then split 

up into groups of 30 frames, with each such group acting as one data point for the model. In 

other words, by cutting each video into smaller pieces, we were able to increase the number of 

data points to be used as an input to the next set of analysis. (This whole process was again 

repeated with 50 frames and 100 frames; more frames per data point would give more 

information but less data points. We assessed several options before deciding to use 30 frames 

consistently throughout all our analyses). 

 

One issue discovered while testing this method and confirmed by further research online 

was that OpenPose often flipped certain frames, such that the x and y coordinates were now 

swapped. Since OpenPose seemed to be performing this flipping arbitrarily, the JSON files 

themselves did not contain any indication as to whether its data had been flipped. In order to 

detect this flipping, we compared the width and height of a given frame; we decided that if the 

width was greater than the height, OpenPose had most likely flipped the frame. In such cases, the 

x-array and y-array were simply swapped before continuing. Testing showed that the percentage 

of frames flipped was relatively small (usually under 10%), and thus would not have a huge 

impact on the final results. 

 

The full dataset was stored in a 4-dimensional array. The first dimension of the array 

corresponds to individual video segments. The second index indicated the frame within that 

video segment. The third dimension was mapped to either the x or y coordinate, and the fourth 

dimension corresponds to the particular coordinate by keypoint. For example, for the 

non-symptomatic videos processed with clips of 50 frames, the 4-dimensional array of data 

generated had dimensions of 44 x 50 x 2 x 25 (44 clips, 50 frames per clip, x vs y, and 25 

coordinates). 

 

Optimal Key Points for the Machine Learning Model 

 

Once we obtained our key points data from OpenPose, we began removing all key points 

which were not part of the lower body or the arms, such as the nose, the neck, and the ears. This 

was because the metrics we are using to measure Parkinson’s Disease are mostly related to gait 

(related to legs) and arm swinging (related to arms). We then made time-series graphs of all the 

key points. We tried using different normalization techniques to determine which method would 

show the largest disparity between the no symptom and simulated symptom graphs. 

 

We found that graphing a rolling average over an interval of 10 frames for the keypoint 

minus the minimum of all values for that keypoint was effective at standardizing the results as 

well as eliminating noise. The rolling average, R, would be mathematically represented by: 
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Where A is a keypoint and n is a keyframe ≥ 10. 

Machine Learning Classifiers 

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are supervised machine learning algorithms that are 

effective at classification by using regression. SVMs are quick to implement and are efficient 

with low amounts of data, as the complexity of the algorithm is dependent on the size of the 

dataset. To process our generated graphs (Figure 6), the images were converted from RGB to 

grayscale, resized to 200 x 200 pixels, and reshaped into a one-dimensional array to get rid of 

unnecessary data. We then put these image arrays into one final array and passed it into the SVM 

(implemented by sklearn), which was analyzed for correlations in the general curvature. 

 

Our method of turning data into graphs and analyzing them is also known as graph 

mining13. It is quite straightforward and allows for easy visualization of any fluctuations in the 

graphs, which would indicate possible motor diseases. 

 
 

Convolutional Neural Network 

 

Another approach we pursued when working to classify the NS or SS graphs involved a 

convolutional neural network algorithm. A convolutional neural network is a multilayer 

feedforward artificial neural network that is generally used in image recognition and analysis 

tasks by processing data using a grid-like topology. We found the manually optimized NS and SS 

gait graphs to be easily distinguishable to the human eye. We also found past studies successfully 

inputted the graphs of raw data or slightly processed data into convolutional neural networks. 

Thus, we chose to apply a CNN (via tensorflow), which is adept at distinguishing between and 

analyzing visual imagery to the task of classifying optimized raw gait data as either NS or SS. 

The CNN has one 2D convolution layer (filter size 32, kernel size 5x5, ReLu activation), a 2x2 

max pool layer, a flatten, and finally a final Dense layer (1D output, ReLu activation). Also, the 

loss function used was Binary Crossentropy. The graphs’ images were converted from RGB to 

grayscale and resized to 200x200 squares to eliminate unnecessary data. 

 
 

Angle Calculation 

 

Besides walking gait, other remarkable features of Parkinsonian symptoms also include 

sudden in-balance, incorrect posture, and lack of joint flex-extension—all of which produce 

abnormality in angles between body parts. Thus, the approach we took toward assessing such 

metrics was creating an algorithm that extracted values of 19 different bodily angles for all 

frames in all videos (Figure 8). The first function in the algorithm took in six values 

corresponding to three coordinate points—Point A (x A, yA), Point B (xB, yB), and Point C (xC, 
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yC)—and calculated, using the equation below, the angle between them, with (xB, yB) being the 

pivot point14. A second function called the first function and made a CSV file for every video, 

with 20 columns (1 for the 1-30 frame numbers and the rest for each of the 19 angles) and 30 

rows for each frame. The CSV outputs were fed into the SVM machine learning algorithm. The 

angular trends of a particular set of key points can also be visualized to both simulated 

symptomatic and non-symptomatic standards in a box plot9. 

 

 

Figure 7: General Geometry 

Representation of Angle Calculation. Dot 

Product was used to calculate θ. 

Figure 8: A Selection of Analyzed Angles. Three 

points (including a pivot) were involved in 

finding an angle. 

 

 

Figure 9: Flowchart representative of the angle algorithm. The algorithm ran through the 

4-dimensional array outputted by the JSON file and calculated nineteen angles for each frame. 
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Testing: 

 

In order to accurately test our model, we utilized cross-validation by splitting the data 

into both training data and testing data, preventing overfitting. Additionally, we eliminated 

sample bias by inputting an equal amount of data for both no symptoms and simulated 

symptoms. 

 

RESULTS 

 

Assessing the Accuracy of Gait Graph Classification: 

 

We used a 70%-30% train test split for the SVM model, which is standard in common 

machine learning algorithms. We found that the accuracy of our model was 70%, confirming the 

plausibility of our proof-of-concept. We estimate that with an increased amount of high-quality 

data, the accuracy of our model would increase. In order to get a more detailed report, we created 

a confusion matrix - a table that compares the predicted values to the actual values in order to 

determine performance (see Table 2). 

 
As shown, most of the predicted values are in line with the actual values; the majority 

along the top-left to bottom-right diagonal suggests that the model determined an accurate way to 

identify Parkinson’s. 

 

The CNN model was tested in the same fashion as the SVM model; however, the 

train-test split was changed to 90%-10% in order to set aside more training data. We found that 

the accuracy of the model was 50% (with one epoch), performing significantly worse than the 

SVM model. The confusion matrix (see Table 3) shows that the computer guessed SS 100% of 

the time, indicating that the data amount was too small and the algorithm was blindly guessing. 
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Assessing the Accuracy of Angle Measurement Classification 

 

Similar to the previous SVM model, we used a 70% - 30% train-test split. We found the 

accuracy of the angle SVM model was 68%, which was quite similar to the previous one for 

motion data. While the confusion matrix (see Table 4) was slightly unhealthier than the previous 

SVM, and skewed towards SS, most values still lie on the correct diagonal. 

 

Thus, analyzing angle data is yet another plausible way to determine Parkinson's and 

other motor diseases. Additionally, to determine a possible explanation for the correlation, we 

created a box plot comparing the angle between the neck, hip, and ankle between no symptoms 

and simulated symptoms videos. 

 

Figure 10: Neck, left shoulder, and left elbow angle. Above is a comparative analysis of the 

neck, left shoulder, and left elbow angle between a non-symptomatic and simulated symptomatic 

individual in the form of a boxplot. The y-axis represents the angle at the pivot point, which, in 

this case, would be the left shoulder. 

 

As shown, the simulated symptomatic individual will have a reduced range of angles, and 

thereby a reduced range of motion, when compared to non-symptomatic individuals. 

 

FUTURE DIRECTION 

 

A future direction and further application, which we began to work on but was not able to 

be implemented, is developing a model which is able to classify the severity and progression of 

Parkinson's disease. 
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For classification based on the degree of severity, we chose to create data of patients 

standing up from a chair rather than walking. The ability to stand up from a chair is often used to 

measure Parkinson’s severity in clinical settings and can encapsulate the five levels of severity (0 

to 4). This task allowed us to gauge more information in relatively less time than a walking task. 

 

We filmed the videos with NJGSS students, simulating varying severity levels. Our 

videos demonstrated the student having increasing difficulty in standing up. All videos were 
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recorded with mobile phones in a vertical orientation. The different movements in 6 videos were 

based on the descriptions in the Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale’s 5 rating values1. 

 

To identify the classification of severity, we first had to choose which features of the 

patient’s attempt to stand up should be used. Through previous literature and studies, we 

identified key features which are taken into account when assigning severity level in a clinical 

setting, solely from the patient standing up from a chair. The features we identified to develop 

into mathematical models to calculate from the raw openpose data were Velocity Variation, 

smoothness of motion, how upright versus stooped the patient was once they stood, whether they 

used their hands to push themselves up, whether or not they leaned forward to maintain balance, 

and imbalance. 

 

We assigned values to these key features, as such values would allow for relative 

comparison and understanding of the significance of each movement. Generating these key 

features would allow us to maximize our ability of classifying the videos based on the severity 

on the UPDRS scale. These values were calculated from the raw time series data generated 

through OpenPose. The methods of calculating each identified key feature of the standing-up 

video dataset are shown in Appendix A. 

 

Most categorical classification methods, such as regression, may be suboptimal for 

gauging the severity of Parkinson's, due to the fact that they are designed for estimating 

continuous variables. Most traditional categorical classification approaches are also non-ideal as 

they do not consider the ordering of categories. However UPDRS ratings are ordered, i.e. the 

similarity between 0 and 1, is greater than the similarity between 0 and 2. For this task we would 

implement an ordinal classifier which does consider how classes are ordered. For this ordinal 

classification implementation we would combine multiple base classifiers, namely the calculated 

key features, which would each perform binary classification, that when combined can make 

ordinal classification. 

 

Although our current machine learning algorithm is limited to only analyzing walk 

patterns, Parkinson’s Disease has many other symptoms. It can affect the muscles of the face, 

causing slow or diminished expressions. Further evolutions of OpenPose could track these 

movements or lack thereof, and use that as an addition to guessing a patient’s health. Tremors are 

also an early and noticeable symptom, and many technologies already have accelerometers that 

can detect these shakes. As progress continues, better machine learning algorithms may be 

found. Getting true data from actual Parkinson’s patients would also increase the model’s 

accuracy. 

 

DISCUSSION 

 

This paper describes a successful proof of concept using a combination of a pose 

estimation algorithm and subsequent calculations based on estimated positions of key body parts. 

We were able to distinguish NS and SS cases with a moderate success rate, and with more data 

and better optimization of the underlying model, we would be able to improve the performance. 
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This technology has the potential to offer a more individualized and faster assessment of 

movement impairment for Parkinson’s patients, as well as easier access to those who are 

physically unable to reach specialized care centers. The continued monitoring of symptoms may 

help predict other neurodegenerative diseases and increase the efficacy of treatment. The 

collection and aggregation of data from such a large population can help further the advancement 

in research by allowing patterns to be identified. This would thus lead to stronger research in the 

field of Parkinson’s and similar diseases. 

 

Historically, the introduction of new technologies to various fields in society has proven 

to be followed by its complexities, both beneficial and challenging. Moving forward with 

innovation, it is important to understand that by familiarizing oneself with past outcomes, one 

can avoid further innovative hardships. For instance, in spite of newfound occupational rivalry, 

the harmonious relationship between the printer and the scribe parallels the balance that is sought 

to be met between users and creators when accounting for the gait analysis algorithm. This 

demonstrates how new technology in machine learning, including our algorithms for 

Parkinson’s, requires the careful weighing of both the advantages and drawbacks before its 

implementation. 

 

It is pivotal to note that this application is not to be used as a replacement for face-to-face 

clinical diagnoses. The purpose of this gait detection and assessment software is to provide 

supplemental evidence for motor dysfunction and progressive key points. Users, referring to 

anyone interacting with the software (patients, healthcare workers, etc.), are liable for any 

improper use of this technology and may not press appeals against the technological creators for 

perceived faulty workings. The collection of personal data requires the consent of the individual 

being studied, which presents a problem specifically regarding neurodegenerative patients, who 

often have impaired cognitive functions. Furthermore, with complex technological aspects 

involved, it may be difficult for the patient or guardian to fully understand the purpose of the 

experiment and give informed consent. If physicians use these algorithms as a tool to help with 

diagnoses, they may follow the algorithm despite their better judgment due to the possible 

liability of an inaccurate recommendation14. 

 

When engaging in the use of AI/ML-based technologies, one must understand the 

inevitable discrepancies that can come with data bias. In any aspect of the application, 

assumptions are not made regarding one’s age, gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, 

disability, and religion, but it is largely possible that one’s stature will be influenced by these 

factors. Due to limited resources, the analysis deduced from the user’s given data will not be as 

accurate as an analysis that only uses OpenPose as a supplement. Physical resources that are 

typically found in research clinics, such as electrodes for tremors and, henceforth, confidence 

processing are not available remotely. OpenPose software used in providing key points of a 

user’s input can only provide approximate coordinates, providing limited output based solely on 

one’s position as discrete moments. A challenge that was faced in analyzing the first round of 

videos was inaccurate displacement as a result of shadowing. It was recognized by the group that 

OpenPose, erring in this facet of recognition, could incorrectly place coordinates as a result of 

darker shades of skin color. 
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This algorithm can also be used to evaluate other neurodegenerative diseases 

characterized by loss of motor function. Gait and walking are influenced by the musculoskeletal, 

vestibular, and nervous systems, as well as psychological control, and can be used accordingly to 

assess a wide range of diseases.15 A few examples of these are highly occurring neurological 

diseases, such as multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, or the effects of a stroke. It can 

also be used to benchmark targeted exercise interventions, or to check the stability of an injured 

limb. 

 

The growth of AI/ML in medicine will help patients gain easier access to symptom 

tracking. It will help both doctors and researchers to gain important insights into the patterns and 

trends in these illnesses. The growing field of technology and computer sciences can help impact 

the real world. 
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APPENDIX A: Mathematical Models. Methods of Calculating Each Identified Key Feature of 

the Standing-up Video Dataset 
 

Key 

Feature 

Variable 

Name/Symbol 

Variable Description Variable Calculation/ 

Equation 

Whether the 

used their 

hands to 

push 

themselves 

up 

Dhands Measures the Euclidean distance 

between the two wrists divided by 

the Euclidean distance between the 

two shoulders. The larger this ratio, 

the more that the patient used their 

hands to assist themselves during the 

movement. 

 

 

How 

stooped/hun 

ched versus 

upright the 

patient was 

once they 

stood up 

Dbody Normalized distance of the body. 

Measures Euclidean distance 

between nose and midpoint of the 

two ankles. H is patient’s height. Pn 

is the 2D position vector of the nth 

keypoint. Pn,i would represent the 

midpoint between those two 

Openpose keypoints. Value 

increases as the patient stands up. If 

a patient can stand up straight, then 

we would expect the value of Dbody 

to be close to 1/approaching 1. 

 
 

 

How 

smooth the 

patient’s 

motion was 

when 

standing up 

Jerk Feature relates to whether or not the 

patient is able to arise quickly 

without hesitation. If they are able 

to, the patient should score a 0. 

Smoother signals demonstrate lower 

jerk whereas lack of smoothness, 

due to hesitation or other difficulties, 

would result in a higher jerk value. 

 
 

 

Velocity 

Variation/H 

ow many 

attempts it 

took for the 

patient to 

successfully 

stand 

 
 

 

Standard deviation of velocity 

(where velocity is the absolute first 

difference of Dbody). Corresponds 

to the number of attempts it takes for 

a patient to stand. Indirectly 

measures the number of attempts 

because the more attempts a patient 

makes, the higher the proportion of 

the video they spend sitting down 

 

 



[9-17]  

  between attempts (and hence the less 

the variation in the velocity) 

 

Patient’s 

Balance 

θ/t Measure average change in angle 

between head, torso, and ankles over 

time to measure patient’s relative 

imbalance/sway over the course of 

the time it takes them to stand. 

 

 
 
 

 

t 

Whether or 

not the 

patient 

leaned 

forward to 

arise 

 

 

 

Measures the body distance 

percentage change. Relates to 

whether or not the patient leaned 

forward to stand to help keep 

themselves balanced rather than 

sitting back in the chair while 

attempting to stand. A larger value 

indicates that the patient had to lean 

forward before attempting to stand. 
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